Meet the Owner: Tarrian Grant-Burnett

Tarrian Grant-Burnett started Beautiful Beginnings by Tarri (BBbyT) when it became apparent she had a natural gift for event planning. Back in her hometown of Baltimore, Maryland, Tarrian was the go-to person for planning and designing social parties and corporate events. When she moved to Atlanta, she was inspired by the many successful African American entrepreneurs and small businesses that surrounded her. It was then that she knew she wanted to use her own gifts to spark her passion.

Her business adventure started with her attending Ashworth University and receiving a certification in Bridal Consulting. Tarrian states, “The classes taught me all the aspects of planning and coordinating.” Upon completion of the program, Tarrian realized how unique and intricate wedding planning was in comparison to other types of events and after experiencing the process of planning one, she realized how much she enjoyed being the boss and making the commands. Even more gratifying was watching her vision come to life. It was then, she knew that weddings were her niche. Travel planning would eventually become a part of Tarrian’s services when she decided she wanted to stay connected with her couples after the wedding process. So she decided to become involved in the planning of honeymoons and any other trips her couples would plan in the future. Already having an established clientele base, adding this specialty was an easy feat.

Tarrian found her way to The Edge Connection when she attended a workshop that one of our consultants took part in. After listening to the “How to Manage Your Money as an Entrepreneur” presentation, she instantly realized that she needed some assistance. She soon became a client and started receiving consultation from some of our top consultants. Tarrian states, “Dianne and Steve have helped me see myself much bigger than I am. They share with me the things that I need to sustain and grow my business. They are helping me to make my business not just a small business, but a reputable Wedding and Travel Company. I am looking forward to the upcoming results of their hard work.”

Contact Tarrian Grant-Burnett
Phone: 404-704-4766 / Email: tarri@bbbytlc.com
To learn more about BBbyTarri click here!